
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of product
lead. Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for product lead

Work with the Product community to ensure that the right priorities are being
worked on across the Group and that your domain’s interests are
appropriately represented
Develop business cases (where appropriate) for initiatives and be aware of
other business cases and projects that have an impact on the domain to
leverage benefits of sharing knowledge / development
Conduct internal / external research and implement findings to ensure the
domain’s suite of products strive to be market-leading globally
Define and lead the vision for product within their domain across all touch
points that will deliver the business objectives and customer needs
Be the expert in the domain’s realm
Resolve issues at plants, OEMs, end users, suppliers, or in the development
process in a timely manner
May periodically assist in mentoring, training, assigning and checking the
work of other employees
Capture / ingest information from a wide range of heterogeneous sources
Map / standardise those data to a common set of reference data
Store and enhance the data

Qualifications for product lead

Event-based instrumentation implementation
A/B testing environment including optimal sample size and experiment

Example of Product Lead Job Description
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Considers rules, regulations, and time frames of core business, impact on end
users and advises business and internal teams in development and
implementation of new IT practices or solutions
Be asked to join a passionately driven team whose sole focus is to redefine,
solve and change what humanity means to banking
Help your team deliver world-class products that will redefine our customer’s
day-to-day experience and relationship with their bank
Research unmet customer needs to solve for existing problems or explore
and develop entirely new business opportunities


